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alleged hijackers may have trained at U.S. bases (newsweek)

9_11_Actor_Exposed_Fake_Witness_Live_on_TV.mp4
mark walsh / identified as mark humphrey 
------------------------------------------------------------------
WTC7: SEC & EEOC: Attack Delays Investigations, National Law Journal, 9/17/01
http://web.archive.org/web/20010918033937/http://www.nylawyer.com/news/01/09/091701e.html
------------------------------------------------------------------
911_BOMBSHELL_METHODICAL_DECEPTION_--_Rebekah_Roth.mp4
SEE QUOTES.rtf
------------------------------------------------------------------
MMM-24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tg3WVY7SuIU&t=1h10m50s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tg3WVY7SuIU&t=70m50s
excellent book, now also available in German: TNPH (revised ed.)

Das Strahlungskartell
----------------------------------------------------------------
"9/11-Warnungen"
"9/11 The big lie" (Th.Meyssan) >>
	Odigo Clarifies Attack Messages.htm
	Haaretz 20010926_OdigaWorkersWarned.htm
------------------------------------------------------------------
Rebeka Roth
Rebekah_Roth_~_The_Anomalies_of_911_Part_1.mp4

Atta was MillionMile customer.(?)

29:20  otis scrambled 2 fighters F16
	typical topspeed 1875 mph
	average sp. 9/11	447 mph (WHICH mi/h she uses knots==mph(?))

+++comparison fonecalls::flightpath!
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
"One can reason with ignorance, but it is futile to argue with stupidity." (Ed Fitch)
------------------------------------------------------------------
> kommt drauf an, wann man zum Lesen aufhört
nein, das hängt davon ab, ob mensch das Gelesene auch versteht und beurteilen und in Zusammenhang setzen kann.

NIST bestätigt "Freien Fall" (bei WTC7) für über 2 Sekunden. s.u.

Und "Freier Fall" bedeutet --wie auch von NISTs Shyam Sunder selbst gelegentlich (bevor NIST F.F. zugeben musste) erläutert-- dass da nichts mehr darunter war, das Widerstand geleistet hat.

Ich empfehle (nochmals) David Chandler's Videos, bes. "WTC 7 Freefall - Deutsche Untertitel", https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S45LL9TMWzY -- DC ist Physikprofessor, der es (imho) bestens versteht, die Sachlage klar und verständlich zu erklären.

-- wda (mag.rer.nat.)

es folgt: die schon erwähnte Fig. 3-15 aus NCSTAR-1A

und, um allen das Aufstellen (und Vernichten) von Strohmännern zu ersparen, zur Klarstellung: es wird NICHT behauptet das ganze WTC7 hätte sich bewegt, es wird NICHT behauptet ein Teil von WTC7 wäre in "Stage 1" oder "Stage 3" (oder am frühen Nachmittag) in etwa mit ca. 1 g (~9.8m/s**2) beschleunigt worden. Es geht nur um die obersten Stockwerke, oder auch nur um die Dachkante, die --wie aus Videos ebenso wie aus Fig. 3-15 ersichtlich-- für gute 2 Sekunden mit etwa 9.8 m/s**2 abwärts beschleunigten.

IMAGE: http://postimg.org/image/8x1jn03hr/
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
https://forum.piratenpartei.at/thread-15801.html
------------------------------------------------------------------

> Stellt Hypothesen auf zu 911

These: "NIST(*), konnte keine Erklärung für den 'Einsturz' der Zwillingstürme finden."

*) das die Möglichkeit der Mitwirkung von Spreng-/Brandmitteln kategorisch bestritt, und Indizien/Beweise für deren Einsatz ignorierte oder ableugnete ...

Dass der "Abschlussbericht..." von NIST den eigentlichen 'Einsturz' nicht beschreibt/erklärt, sondern nur mögliche Szenarien für das Auslösen BIS zum Beginn des 'Einsturzes', wird von NIST selbst bestätigt:

13 The focus of the I[sic]nvestigation was the sequence of events from the aircraft impact to the initiation of collapse for each tower. For brevity in this report, this sequence is referred to as the "probable collapse sequence," although [b]it does not actually include the structural behavior of the tower[/b] after the conditions for collapse initiation were reached and collapse became inevitable.
-- NIST NCSTAR 1, 2005
Federal Building and Fire Safety Investigation of the WTC Disaster
Final Report on the Collapse of the WTC Towers
p. 82 (pdf p.132)
http://www.nist.gov/customcf/get_pdf.cfm?pub_id=909017

Da es ja wohl eigentlich die Aufgabe von NIST gewesen wäre, den 'Einsturz' zu erklären, nehme ich an, sie hätten die Erklärung --wenn sie eine gehabt hätten-- in ihren Abschlussbericht aufgenommen.
------------------------------------------------------------------
"WTC7 ist in einer geschwindigkeit eingestürzt, die nicht von freier fallgeschwindigkeit unterschieden werden kann"
= etwas schleißig formuliert (insbes. wäre "beschleunigung" besser als "geschw."; und (klarer und offensichtlicher-weise) nicht das ganze "WTC7"). 

Aber im ganzen korrekt und mittlerweile auch von NIST nicht mehr abgestritten:

"In stage 2, [ for 4.0-1.8 = 2.2 s ] the north face descended at gravitational acceleration ... This free fall drop continued for approximately 8 stories or 32.0 m ... between times t=1.75 s and t=4.0 s."
-- NIST NCSTAR 1A, "Final Report on the Collapse of World Trade Center Building 7", November 2008; http://www.nist.gov/customcf/get_pdf.cfm?pub_id=861610, p. 45 (pdf-p. 87)
-- NIST NCSTAR 1-9: Structural Fire Response and Probable Collapse Sequence of World Trade Center Building 7; http://www.nist.gov/customcf/get_pdf.cfm?pub_id=861611, p. 602 (pdf: 668)

see also "Fig. 3-15. Downward velocity of north face roofline as WTC 7 begann to collapse" on p. 46 (pdf-p. 88) in NIST NCSTAR 1A
= Fig. 12-77 in NIST NCSTAR 1-9, Ch. 12, p. 603 (pdf: 669)
[ 32,196 füsse/quadratsekunde = ca. 9.82 m/s**2 ]
--
for a hugely more reasonable analysis see e.g. David Chandler:
"WTC 7 Freefall - Deutsche Untertitel", https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S45LL9TMWzY
------------------------------------------------------------------
"kein Sprengstoff wurde gefunden"
=FALSCH.
richtig wäre: "NIST hat keine Spuren von Sprengstoff gefunden (oder das zumindest behauptet", und dem sollte hinzugefügt werden: "NIST hat auch nicht nach Sprengstoff- (oder Brandmittel-) Spuren gesucht (wie NIST selbst an- oder zu-gibt)."

Es wurden jedoch Reaktionsprodukte und Reste von unverbrauchtem nano-Thermit gefunden und dies wurde (peer-reviewed, im Gegensatz zu vielen anderen Äußerungen [zB. 9/11-omission-rep; NIST's ...] zu 9/11) veröffentlicht.

Prof. Niels Harrit, Dr. St. Jones, &al.: "Active Thermitic Material Discovered in Dust from the 9/11 World Trade Center Catastrophe", published in The Open Chemical Physics Journal, 2009, 2, p.7-31; available online: http://electricpolitics.com/media/docs/7TOCPJ.pdf

siehe auch: Prof. Harrit's Vortrag bei den Toronto Hearings, der auch in der U-Tube zur Verfügung steht: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I51fDKsuJ_I
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
for brevity: according to NIST,
NIST's "Final Report on the Collapse of the WTC Towers" does NOT actually deal with the collapse.
--
" the most important footnote since WW2 "
Niels_Harrit_201503_present_WTC_dust__WTC7__in_High_Court.mp4
--
NIST NCSTAR 1, 2005
Federal Building and Fire Safety Investigation of the WTC Disaster
Final Report on the Collapse of the WTC Towers
p. 82 (pdf p.132 of http://www.nist.gov/customcf/get_pdf.cfm?pub_id=909017), footnote 13:

13 The focus of the I[sic]nvestigation was the sequence of events from the aircraft impact to the initiation of collapse for each tower. For brevity in this report, this sequence is referred to as the "probable collapse sequence," although it does not actually include the structural behavior of the tower after the conditions for collapse initiation were reached and collapse became inevitable.
------------------------------------------------------------------
"In stage 2, [ for 4.0-1.8 = 2.2 s ] the north face descended at gravitational acceleration ... This free fall drop continued for approximately 8 stories or 32.0 m ... between times t=1.75 s and t=4.0 s."
-- NIST NCSTAR 1A, "Final Report on the Collapse of World Trade Center Building 7", November 2008; http://www.nist.gov/customcf/get_pdf.cfm?pub_id=861610, p. 45 (pdf-p. 87)
-- NIST NCSTAR 1-9: Structural Fire Response and Probable Collapse Sequence of World Trade Center Building 7; http://www.nist.gov/customcf/get_pdf.cfm?pub_id=861611, p. 602 (pdf: 668)

see also "Fig. 3-15. Downward velocity of north face roofline as WTC 7 begann to collapse" on p. 46 (pdf-p. 88) in NIST NCSTAR 1A
= Fig. 12-77 in NIST NCSTAR 1-9, Ch. 12, p. 603 (pdf: 669)
[ 32,196 füsse/quadratsekunde = ca. 9.82 m/s**2 ]
--
for a hugely more reasonable analysis see e.g. David Chandler:
"WTC 7 Freefall - Deutsche Untertitel", https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S45LL9TMWzY

------------------------------------------------------------------
WTC2 South Tower on 9/11 Molten Metal North-East Corner
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OmuzyWC60eE

NIST'S "explanation" and Discussion:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=raacryBrT4A&t=2m30s
9/11 Experimente: Die Große Thermat-Debatte (Jonathan H. Cole, P.E.)

So NIST developed a theory to explain the color issue stating ...
“... the molten metal was very likely mixed with large amounts of hot,
partially burned, solid organic materials (such as furniture, carpet, partitions,
and computers) which can display an orange glow much like logs burning in a fireplace.”

" Pure liquid aluminum would be expected to appear silvery. However, the molten metal was very likely mixed with large amounts of hot, partially burned, solid organic materials (e.g., furniture, carpets, partitions and computers) which can display an orange glow, much like logs burning in a fireplace. The apparent color also would have been affected by slag formation on the surface. " NIST: "Questions and Answers about the NIST WTC Towers Investigation", September 19, 2011; http://www.nist.gov/el/disasterstudies/wtc/faqs_wtctowers.cfm
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------


wda's  profile & statement for  AE911Truth.org

"""Studied chemistry & computers at university of Vienna; still studying: psychology, ... -- Worked few months for chemical industry, and refused (for conscientious reasons) to work for them. Have earned all the money I need --as a conscientious consumerism objector-- mostly as SW-engineer, also as (mostly private)teacher, driver(for film productions), gardener, and working in Vienna city's "problematic-garbage disposal". A licenced projectionist, I helped start an ('alternative') cinema in my birth-town.

Starting on Tue., 2001-09-11, I found it hard-to-impossible to believe that one (let alone two) buildings could ever come down like the two WTC-towers did caused (only) by impact+fires [I'm not an architect, and don't work in controlled-demolition-business. But you don't have to be a biologist to tell a dog from a cat. A chemist by education, I did some small explosive/destructive experiments myself; and I had watched, nay: studied several documentaries on controlled demolition, and (also gifted with an exceptional memory) recalled quite a lot of footage of buildings crumbling in a fire. And I see a huge difference there, like dog to mouse.)

When I learned of the "collapse" of WTC-7 the official err 'explanation' for me became totally impossible to believe."""

====
====
persönliche Anmerkung (wda):

ich konnte schon am 11. September 2001 nicht glauben, dass die beiden
Türme des WTC nur wegen der Flugzeuge+Brände DERART, wie es ganz
deutlich zu sehen war (nämlich. un-gebremst, genau inerhalb des eigenen Grundrisses
und aufs feinste zerkleinert !), hätten einstürzen können.(*)
(+ bin richtig froh, dass der Rest der Welt auch schön langsam draufkommt !)
- dass die offiziellen Aussagen (bes. die von C.Rice & Bush) voll verlogen waren, war -imho- ab 12. Sept. unübersehbar
-- und dann erst WTC-7 !!   (wovon ich erst wochen später erfahren habe - also wenn  d a s 
    keine fachmännisch ausgeführte kontrollierte Sprengung war, schluck ich 5 kg Thermit imganzenstück runter ! )
-- & 'hunt the boeing' !!!   http://www.asile.org/citoyens/numero13/pentagone/erreurs_en.htm

(*) ich hab Chemie studiert und bin ein geständiger Pyromane, dh. ich spiele
gerne mit Feuer und hab auch mit etlichen, tw.selbstgebastelten, Explosivstoffen
experimentiert. Und ich hatte schon vor 9-11 mindestens eine Dokumentation
zum Thema "controlled demolition" und weitere footage in anderen Dokus/Filmen
(zB KOYAANISQATSI) nicht nur gesehen, sondern studiert und somit gut im Gedächtnis.
Dafür, dass Gebäude SO einstürzt wie die 3 des WTC, brauchen hochbezahlte
Experten wochenlange Planung und Vorbereitung. (Und manchmal machten
diese hochbezahlten Spezialisten auch Fehler, und der Fabriksschlot fiel dann
zB just in die Fabrikshalle) Ausnahmslos alle Einstürze, die durch einen Brand
verursacht wurden, von denen ich Bilder gesehen habe, sehen deutlich
anders aus (Gebäue bröckeln langsam, stückweise ab, Teile bleiben stehen, ...)
SUCHE:  Beispiele(footage) von durch Brände einstürzenden Bauten

und dann die offizielle/U$ Version !!!!!     ...
das Video, das Osamabinladen angeblich hat liegenlassen !!!  usw.
das kann doch nur jemand glauben,
mit IQ < 50 und/oder einem extremen Untrerwürfigkeitskomplex !

and then the official/U$ faerie-tale !!!!    ...
the video which OBL allegedly "forgot" !!! etc.
isn't that totally UN-believable, except maybe for someone with
an IQ < 50 and/or some extreme submissiveness-complex ?




====
911 bewirkt bemerkenswerte ('Lehrbuch- od. Parade-beispiele' von)  Verdrängung / Abwehr

zu Verdrängung/Abwehr im allg. vergleiche zB. E.Fromm 'Psychologie für Nichtpsychologen' (2CDs)

das wird auch in mindestens einer der 9-11-dokus (gut)angesprochen,
in "UNTER FALSCHER FLAGGE" (0:59:50)
"Wir wünschen dass unsere Regierung immer nur unser bestes will... und wenn wir jetzt auf einmal feststellen, dass die Regierung sozusagen unser ärgster Feind ist, dann ist das so eine schlimme Sache, da bricht unsere Welt so total in sich zusammen -oder würde es- dass wir es einfach nicht wahrhaben wollen."

and, e.g., by  Aaron Russo: "At first I did not want to believe it; it's such an ugly thing"

1) zu beobachten   -immer wieder- an mir selbst
und
2) z.B. (die ersten elfundzwanzig Beispiele hab ich leider nicht dokumentiert. aber ab jetzt:)
F: kennste übrigens die 3 DVD's ad 9-11 ? (o.ä.)
A1: Bzgl. 9-11 kenne ich keine DVDs. An große Verschwörungstheorien glaube ich aber, ehrlich gesagt, nicht.
A2 (mehrmals!) [nein] das ist mir zu antisemitisch (o.ä.)
A3: da gehts um [..]Theorien 
====





Loose Change: Second Edition (2006; DVD 'final cut' 2007)			
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0831315/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0831315/quotes		>>>

  ==>     http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0831315/quotes		BLUE = uploaded

	Title Card		2/7				ADD 5
[first lines] "I don't think anybody could have predicted that these people would take an airplane and slam it into the WTC." - National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice
	Title Card
"There were lots of warnings." - Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld
	Title Card
"No warnings." - Press Secretary Ari Fleischer
	Title Card
"Your government failed you, and I failed you." - White House Advisor Richard Clarke
	Narrator
March 13, 1962. Lionel Lemnitzer, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, presents a proposal to Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara named Operation Northwoods. The Document proposes staging terror attacks in and around Guantanamo Bay to provide a pretext for military intervention in Cuba. The plans included: starting rumors ... staging aterror campaign in Miami, Florida and Washington, DC, and finally, destroying a drone aircraft over Cuban waters. The passengers, federal agents in reality, would allegedly be college students on vacation. A plane at Eglin AFB would be painted and numbered as an exact duplicate for a registered civil aircraft belonging to a CIA front in Miami. The duplicate would be substituted for the real plane and loaded with the passengers. The real plane would be converted into a drone. The two planes would rendezvous south of Florida. The passenger laden plane would land at Eglin Airforce Base to evacuate its passengers and return to its original status. The drone would pick up the scheduled flight plane and, over Cuban waters, transmit a mayday-signal before being blown up by remote control. - The plan is rejected by McNamara and President John F. Kennedy removes Lemnitzer as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff month later.
	Narrator
December 1, 1984. A remote controlled Boeing 720 takes off in Edwards AFB and is crashlanded by NASA for reseach. Before its destruction the plane flew unmanned for a total of 16h 22 min including ten takeoffs, 69 approaches, and 13 landings.
	Narrator
August, 1997. The Cover of FEMA's "Emergency Response to Terrorism" depicts the tower of the WTC in crossroads.

	Narrator		1/2
1999. NORAD begins conducting exercises in which hijacked airliners are flown into the WTC and the Pentagon.
	Narrator
June, 2000. The Department of Justice releases a terrism manual with the WTC in crossroads.

	Narrator		1/1
September, 2000. The "Project for a new American Century", a neo-conservative thinktank, whose members include Dick Chaney, Donad Rumsfeld, Jeb Bush, and Paul Wolfowitz releases their report entitled 	"Rebuilding America's Defenses". In it, they declare "the process of transformation , even if it brings revolutionary change, is likely to be a long one, absent some catastrophic and catalyzing event - like a new Pearl Harbor."

	Narrator		1/1
June, 2001. The Department of Defense initiates new instructions for a military intervention in the case of a hijacking. It states, that for all non-immediate responses the Department of Defense must get permission directly from the Secretary of Defense.

	Narrator		1/1
July 24, 2001. Larry A. Silverstein, who already owned WTC-7 signes a 3.2 billion $, 99 year lease on the entire WTC complex, 6 weeks before 9-11. Included in the lease is a 3.5 billion $ insurance policy specifically covering acts of terrorism.

	N		1/3
September 6, 2001. 3,150 put-options are placed on United Airlines stock. A put-option is a bet that a stock will fall. That day put options were more than four times its daily average.
[...]
	N
September 7, 2001. 27,294 put-options are placed on Boeing stock, more than five times its daily average. - September 10, 2001. 4,516 put-options are placed on American Airlines, almost 11 times its daily average.

	CNN Anchor
[live on 9/11, the Pentagon still burning] ... from my closeup inspection there is no evidence of a plane having crashed anywhere near the Pentagon. The only site is the actual side of the building that's crashed in, and as I said, the only pieces left - that you can see are, are small enough that you can pick'm up in your hand. There are no large tail-sections, wing-sections, - fuselage, nothing like that anywhere around which would indicate that the entire plane crashed into the side of the Pentagon.

	Narrator
... On October 17, 2004 a 56-storey skyscraper in Venezuela built in 1976 burned for over 17 hours and spreads over 26 floors, eventually reaching the roof. Guess what? It did not collapse. On February 12, 2005 the Windsor Building in Madrid, a 32 storey tower framed in steel-reinforced concrete burned for almost 24 hours, completely eradicating the upper 10 storeys of the building. Although the top 10 floors of the building fell the building itself did not collapse. And yet, on September 11, 2001 two 110 storey skyscrapers, completed in 1973, burned for 56 and 103 minutes respectively over 4 floors before collapsing completely to the ground.

	N
Later that evening at 5:20 WTC-7, a 47-storey office building 300 feet away from the North-tower, suddenly collapsed. ... Although every single building surrounding building 7 and the twin towers remaines standing, building 7 fell straight down into a convenient little pile in 6 seconds. Official explanation: falling debris from the twin towers created an internal fire which ignited several fuel tanks inside the building. If this is true then it would be the third steel-framed building in history that collapsed because of a fire. The first two would be the twin towers.

	N
So what brought down the WTC? Let's ask the experts. Van Romero, Vice President for Research at New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology: "My opinion is, based on the videotapes, that after the airplanes hit the WTC there were some explosive devices inside the buildings that caused the towers to collapse." Ten days later: "Certainly the fire is what caused the building to fail." Why would Romero change his mind so suddenly?

	N
[last lines] America has been hijacked. Is it more likely by Osama bin Laden and his ragtag group of arabs with box-cutters or by a group of tyrants within our own government, ready and willing to do whatever it takes to keep their stranglehold on this country? It's up to you! Ask Questions! Demand Answers!
[Rap accompanying closing credits: ... what the Reichstag was for Hitler, 911 is for Bush ... ]

	Narrator		1/1
A billion Dollars worth of gold is confirmed to have been in the WTC. 200 millions found. And that's just the money. In the aftermath of September 11, President Bush had and continues to have permission to do and say whatever he wants. All under the pretext of September 11. The Patriot-Act. The Department of Homeland Security. Afghanistan. Irak. It's time for America to accept 9-11 for what it was: A lie which killed tousands of people, only in turn killing hundreds of thousands more, to make billions upon trillions of Dollars.


	Narrator	Fox News Anchor	John Hannity    Prof. Barrett		4/15
Every single attempt to uncover and investigate the truth behind 9-11 has been ridiculed and harrassed by both the government and media alike, for even daring to question the official story.
	Fox News Anchor
[Live on Fox News] University of Wisconsin Professor Kevin Barrett has recently drawn criticism for plans to teach an islamics study course next fall that would incorporate conspiracy theories that the US government was involved in the events of September 11. Professor Barrett joins us now. ...
[...]
Professor, can you give us the context wthin which you teach this?
	Prof. Barrett
Well yes, sure. I'm teaching an introductory course on Islam. And I think it's really important to cover these contemporary political issues. And one of them is of course the so-called War on Terror. Now, the fact is that the great majority of the world's Muslims believe that 9-11 was an inside job--
	John Hannity (Fox News)
But that's your opinion, right, that it was an inside job?
	PB
Well, after studying the evidence pretty intensively for two and a half years I am convinced that 9-11 was in fact an inside--
	JH
Are your students required to regurgitate that in a- in some way in order to do well in your--
	PB
Of course not. That's ridiculous. I'm not interested in making students regurgitate anything.


	J 	John Hannity
 [Live on Fox News] All right, Mr. Barrett, John Hannity here. Do you really believe that 9-11 was an inside job, not just 9-11 but Madrid and Bali and the Sarkawi-operations. ... Do you really believe personally that these were inside jobs? Yes or no.
	P
It's not quite that simple. I do know, I don't believe, I *know* that 9-11 was an inside job. Prof. Steven Jones has found residue of Thermate in steel samples from the WTC. We now know that it was taken down in a controlled demolition.
	J 	John Hannity
So you believe that the buildings came down in a controlled demolition?
	P
Well, I don't believe it, I've looked at the evidence. And the evidence is overwhelming.
	J
The evidence is overwhelming--
	P
Sure it is.
	J
..to you because you are a conspiracy-nut but actually--
	P
All I ask of anyone is to take a look at these evidence for themselves. They can go to  www.stj911.org - that's scholars for 9-11 truth&justice - and take a look, take a look at the demolitions. Morgan Reynolds, a former Bush administration official said that "the Bush administration blew the WTC to Kingdome Come." That's a diect quote from a member of the Bush administration itself.
	J
I know. And there were people who said the Jews were told to leave, we've heard a lot of these sick bizarre theories.
	P
That's not the same thing.
	J
You are allowed to believe what you want. But that's not at hand here. The issue is whether or not you with your bizarre theories are the best--
	P
I think you have the most bizarre theory. You think it was 19 guys with box cutters led by a guy in a cave in Afghanistan? That's ridiculous. That's the craziest conpiracy theory of all of them.
	J
Mhm, ok. I wish I had the Twilight-Zone music. 


	Narrator		1/1
I'll say it again: Why are they hiding from us? What are they hiding from us? And what's it going to take until people in this country give a damn and do something about it? Now, that the evidence has been presented: what will you do about it? Find comfort in the official version of the events? Or will you go out and investigate for yourselves? Will you share this information or will you ignore it?



>>> =========================================================

* Ich stelle gerne jeder/m Interessierten Kopi(en) der 911video.de-DVD zur Verfügung, *
* und versende sie auch   *

AUFSTIEG DES "VIERTEN REICHES"

SAGE NIEMAND, SIER HAETTE ES NICHT WISSEN KOENNEN


911video.de  >>>
INTRO
"UNTER FALSCHER FLAGGE"  (Doku, D, 70 min)
DVD network
"INGANNO GLOBALE" Die Globale Täuschung, von Massimo Mazzucco
	(Doku, It, dtsch.Synchronfassung, 90 min)
"KRIEG IST ILLEGAL" Internationale Erklärung (9 min)
911 im jap. Parlament (Aufzeichnung der Liveübertragung im jap.TV m.D.Ut., 30 min)
HipHop diebandbreite.de "SELBSTGEMACHT" (6 min)
THE SHOCK DOCTRINE: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism - by Naomi Klein
	shockdoctrine.com (U$ doc., m.D.Ut., 5 min);  http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1078294/
"War / Hintergründe Krieg" (OmU) (10min)  "Die meisten Menschen wollen Frieden - Das ist ein Problem für Herrscher, die Krieg wollen ..."
...


timeline
8:00	start AA11 boston-LA
8:13	lostcom AA11
8:14	start UA175 boston-LA
8:21	start AA77 dallas-LA
???	lostcom UA175
8:45	impact AA175  N-Tower, WTC-1
9:03	ca., lostcom AA77
9:03	impact AA11  S-Tower, WTC-2, of which
9:03	Bush, reading with children, is informed: "S-tower hit. America is under attack"
9:09	Bush still reading with schoolchildren (how much longer?)
9:22	national ground stop, grounding [nearly]all planes
9:38/9:39  impact <??AA77??> Pentagon
9:59	crash S(!)-Tower
10:28	crash N-Tower
17:20	crash WTC-7, a 47-storey, modern-steelframe skyscraper, 300 ft away from the N-tower

=== UNTER FALSCHER FLAGGE ===

Donald Rumsfeld (Secretary of WAR) admitted, on  10. 9. 2001 (!!)
" According to some estimates we cannot track  2.3 trillion $$ in transactions. "
( two-point-three-Trillion-Dollars )  (that's 2,300 billion $, 2300 Milliarden $)
  $ 2.3 TRILLION Missing from Pentagon;  $ 2,300,000,000,000 (!!!)
- this seems accepted historical fact !
-- just search the net for  '2.3 trillion dollars' rumsfeld
-- or compare: 
http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2002/01/29/eveningnews/main325985.shtml


(xxx)
REBUILDING AMERICA'S DEFENSES,
Strategy, Forces and Resources For a New Century
A Report of The Project fo the New American Century  ( PNAC )
September 2000

PNAC:   "And advanced forms of biological warfare that can 'target' specific genotypes may transform biological warfare from the realm of terror to a politically useful tool."

PNAC:  "Further, the process of transformation, even if it brings revolutionary change, is likely to be a long one, absent some catastrophic and catalyzing event - like a new Pearl Harbor."

Quelle: www.NewAmericanCentury.org/RebuildingAmericasDefenses.pdf   


=== Naomi Klein - THE SHOCK DOCTRINE: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism ===

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1078294/quotes

	Naomi Klein: 
[first lines] Re-making people, shocking them into obediance. This is a story about that powerful idea. In the 1950s it caught the attention of the CIA. The agency funded a series of experiments. Out of them was produced a secret handbook on how to break down prisoners. The key was using shock to reduce adults to a child-like state. 
	Title Card:
The following narration is excerpted from the CIA's 1963 and 1983 interrogation manuals.
	Narrator: 
It's a fundamental hypothesis of this handbook that these techniques are in essence methods of inducing regression of the personality. ... Experienced Interrogators recognize this effect when it appears and know that at this moment the subject is far more open to suggestion and far likelier to comply than he was just before he experienced the shock.
	NK: 
But these techniques don't only work on individuals. They can work on whole societies. A collective trauma, a war, a coup, a natural disaster, a terrorist attack puts as all into a state of shock. And in the aftermath, like the prisoner in the interrogation chamber, we too become child-like, and more inclined to follow leaders who claim to protect us.
	NK:
One person who understood this phenomenon early on was the most famous economist of our era, Milton Friedman. Friedman believed in a radical vision of society in which profit and the market would rule every aspect of life, from school to health-care, and even the army. He called for abolishing all trade protections, deregulating all prices, and eviscerating government services. These ideas have always been tremendously unpopular, and understandably so. They cause waves of unemployment, send prices soaring, make life more precarious for millions. Unable to advance their agenda democratically, Friedman and his disciples were drawn to the power of shock.
	N: 
The subject should be apruptly awakend and immediately blindfolded and handcuffed. When arrrested at this time, most subject experience feelings of shock, extreme insecurity, and psychological stress. The idea is to prevent the subject from relaxing and recovering from shock.
	NK: 
Friedman understood that just as prisoners are softened up for interrogation by the shock of their capture, massive disasters could serve to soften us up for his radical 'free market' crusade. He advised politicuans that immediately after a crisis they should push through all the painful policies at once, before people could regain their footing. he called this method "economic shock treatment". I call it "THE SHOCK DOCTRINE."


	NK:
Take a second look at the iconic events of our era, and with many you will find his logic at work. This is the secret history of the 'free market': it wasn't born in freedom and democracy, it was born in shock.
[ COUPS: Chile 1973: 50,000 turtured; public spending cut 50%; 80,000 imprisoned; incomes for the rich up 83%; 45% of population in poverty.
WARS: Falklands War 1982: 910 people die; Thatcher's popularity doubles; she privatizes gas, steel, airline, telephones; she declares war on unions; thousands are injured; unemployment triples; number of poor increses by 100%.   [wda: and --remember?-- France contributes part of the war's cost, as prices for some French weapon systems that are
	used/demonstrated for the first time in real combat, increase massively ]
MASSACRES: China 1989: hundreds killed; thousands jailed and tortured; China becomes sweatshop to the world; China embraces 'free market' capitalism; factory wages $1/day. - Russia 1993: Yeltsin attacks parliament; hundreds killed; opposition arrested; 72 million people impoverished; 17 new billionaries are created.
TERRORIST ATTACKS: NY 2001: attacks launch 'war on terror' it is privatized; US spy agencies outsource 70% of their budgets; department of homeland security spends 130 billion of private contractors; pentagon increses budget for contractors by $137 billion per year.
INVASIONS: Iraq 2003: the most privatized war in modern history; hundreds of thousands killed; 4 million displaced.
NATURAL DISASTERS: Sri Lanka 2004: 35,000 dead; coastline handed over to hotels and industry; nearly one million displaced; fishing people forbidden to rebuild homes by the sea. ]
Milton Friedman: Only a crisis, actual or perceived, produces real change.
N: Isolation, both physical and psychological must be maintained from the moment of apprehension. The capacity for resistance is diminished by disorientation. Prisoners should maintain silence at all times. They should never be allowed to speak to each other.


	NK:
There's one other thing I've learned during my studies of the states of shock: shock wears of, it is by definition a temporary state. And the best way to stay oriented, to resist shock, is to know what is happening to you, and why.
	T.C.
[closing title]  INFORMATION IS SHOCK RESISTANCE. ARM YOURSELF.


 THE SHOCK DOCTRINE: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism  by Naomi Klein
 shockdoctrine.com   ]  A Film by Alfonso Cuaron and Naomi Klein
A Renegade Pictures UK Limited Production
Commissioned by Penguin UK.


===   INTERVIEW  on NEWS3's "FOR THE RECORD"  ===

	Prof. Barrett			1/3		QQQ
[being interviewed by Neil Heinen in News3's "For the Record"]  I think that at this point the evidence is in. Anybody who's kept up with the critique of the official story knows that at this point the evidence is very convincing that all three buildings were taken down with explosives in controlled demolitions. For the government to try to disprove that would be very difficult. You know, they hid all the evidence, they prevented any kind of forensic investigation, all the steel was shipped off as fast as possible to China and melted down for scrap, so it was impossible to test the steel for signs of explosives. Fortunately some remains, and Prof. Steven Jones was able to get his hands on multiple sources worth of steel, and he's run tests and he has found traces of Thermate. [...] I think that at this point no rational person who looks at the evidence can argue against the proposition that the three WTC buildings - the Twin Towers, and WTC-7 especially - were taken down in controlled demolitions. That I think is by now proven beyond a reasonable doubt, as David Griffin has said.
[...]
I think a lot, maybe even most people realize that 9-11 is going to blow wide open. The official report just does not stand up to scrutiny. It's very simple: any trained academic, anybody with any critical thinking skills at all can read the official report, and read David R. Griffin's refutation, - and the report just falls to shreds.


=== THE THIRD STAGE ===

	Title Card
[first lines] According to a NY Times poll of October 5, 2006 84% of the American public believe that the Bush administration is lying about the attacks of September 11, 2001.
	Title Card
At least one third of Americans believe the attacks were an inside job.
	Narrator
These things, the good things that were done, the wars that were stopped, was not done by government edict, was not done by the three branches of government. ... It was all done by citizens' movements. ...
	Howard Zinn (Historian)
If the movement is strong enough, it doesn't matter who is in the White House. ... What really matters is what people do, what people say and what people *demand*.
	Title Card
"Power concedes nothing without a demnad."  -- Frederick Douglass


     [ They have promised us a hundred year war.
        We are promising them they will not succeed.   ]

>>> =========================================================

recommended reading/viewing  (material 4 intellectual self-defense):

Erich Fromm
Noam Chomsky

Monsanto: mit Gift & Genen, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1189345/quotes
Mark Achbar: Manufacturing Consent, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0104810/quotes
Mark Achbar: The Corporation, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0379225/quotes
Howard Zinn: You Can't Be Neutral on a Moving Train, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0416825/quotes
Der Geist des Geldes, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1233200/quotes
Document PPS23, 24th February 1948; Written  by  George Kennan, Former Head of the US State Department Policy Planning Staff
e.g.: http://homepages.nildram.co.uk/~gw/georgekennanpps23.htm  (backed up as pps23.htm)

An Inconvenient Truth, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0497116
Thank You for Smoking, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0427944/  HAVE A NICE DEATH !!

>>> =========================================================


wda >>>
* www.NewAmericanCentury.org/ -- URL verified 2008-08-30
* <a href="http://www.NewAmericanCentury.org/RebuildingAmericasDefenses.pdf"> PDF  </a>
URL verified; downloaded 2008-08-30 as RAD.pdf

* above quotes verified:
PNAC:  "advanced forms of biological" found on page 60 (pdf: 72 of 90)
PNAC:  "a new Pearl Harbor" found on page 51 (pdf: 63 of 90)

Project Participants:(=last page)
	... ... ... National Defense University ...
	... David Epstein, Office of Secretary of Defense ...
	... Abram Shulsky, The RAND Corporation ...
	... Paul Wolfowitz ...

>>>

by  Y.T  wda@utanet.at

CONTROLLED DEMOLITIONS  (buildings, AND steel structures with thermi/ate cutter charges!)
compare
KOYAANISQATSI   35:00-36:20
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====
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====
====
====
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